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• Quiet sound rotation 
• Switch off and brake 

operate simultaneously 
• Easy speed selection  
• Stainless wheels 
• Emergency stop switch 

installed  
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Best used in the secondary processing tuna, 
swordfish and bonito. Also, used in finishing 
cut, chunk, a cube or any shape you may 
wish. And more!
 This can also process any other frozen meat, 
lobster and crabs.

Max cutting height
Dimensions (table)
Height (table)
Dimensions (machine)
Weight
Power source
Motor
Band saw revolutions speed

400mm
950mm x900mm
850mm
1050 x 1000 x 1900mm
240kg
200V 3-phase 50/60Hz
2.2kw 4P
1680/2240m/min

Since the machine occupies only an area of 
1050mmX1000mm, it is also suitable to use 
in a narrow back yard.

The rotation frequency of a band saw can be 
chosen according to foods. Therefore, this is 
efficient in curve cutting. Beautiful cutting 
surface with less end powder.

Motor direct connection drive pulley.
The blade wheel is connected to the motor 
shaft. Therefore, few power-loss. Runs 
smoothly with little noise and less vibration.

Easy maintenance.
The desorption of a band saw can also be 
made easy by a rotation type tension handle. 
There is no necessity for lubrication and a 
grease up. Since there are caster wheels, 

Stainless steel wheel equipment.
Since the wheels are made of stainless steel 
casting, this is corrosive-free and can 
respond† to a high speed revolution. The 
sanitary side also improved much more.

Specifications

Akiyama Machinery Co., LTD.

Space-saving design.

There are two types of blade to choose from, 
0.5mm thick and 0.36mm. Modification is also 
available to fit your need, such as installation 
of signal light, revolving light, etc. Motor 
power too is available in 1.5kw and 2.2kw 
motor power.

The answer to your needs.

The emergency stop button is installed. A 
push on a button stops rotation of a band saw 
promptly, and the brake operates 
simultaneously with Switch OFF by a motor 
direct connection drive pulley.

Safety design.

Highly efficient machine of various 
use.

The change of high speed and a 
standard speed is one-touch.




